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OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER GUIDANCE

Regarding the Calculation of the Pass-Through Entity Tax
This guidance is intended to assist taxpayers in calculating their Pass-Through Entity Tax (“PE
Tax”). This guidance may be updated as needed to answer additional questions.
For guidance on how partners claim the PE credit, see OCG-7, Office of the Commissioner
Guidance Regarding the Pass-Through Entity Tax Credit. This credit may be used to offset a
partner’s Connecticut income tax (under chapter 229) or corporation business tax liability (under
chapter 208). If the PE credit exceeds a taxpayer’s Connecticut income tax liability, the excess
credit can be refunded. Corporations will be allowed to carry an excess credit forward until fully
used.
1. Who is subject to the PE Tax?
The PE Tax is imposed on the following entities that do business in Connecticut or have income
derived from or connected with Connecticut sources:



Partnerships, including limited liability companies that are treated as partnerships for
federal income tax purposes, but excluding publicly-traded partnerships; and
S corporations, including limited liability companies that are treated as S corporations for
federal income tax purposes.

Sole proprietorships and single-member limited liability companies that are disregarded for federal
income tax purposes are not subject to the PE Tax.
Entities subject to the PE Tax are collectively referred to as “PEs” in this publication.
2. How is the PE Tax calculated?
There are two methods that PEs may use to calculate their PE Tax. The “Standard Base” is the
default method and must be utilized unless the PE elects to use the “Alternative Base” method.
PEs will be able to decide each year whether to use the Alternative Base method and must elect to
do so on or before the due date, or extended due date, of the PE Tax return. The PE Tax rate of
6.99% is applied to the applicable base to determine the amount of PE Tax due.
3. How is the Standard Base calculated?
The Standard Base is equal to the PE’s Connecticut source income,1 determined under Connecticut
income tax rules, less any distributive share of Connecticut source income that the PE received
A PE’s Connecticut source income is equal to its separately and nonseparately computed items described in I.R.C.
§§ 702(a) or 1366, excluding any item treated as an itemized deduction for federal purposes, to the extent derived
1

from a subsidiary PE that filed a Connecticut PE Tax return. A PE that does not make an election
to use the Alternative Base method is subject to tax on the entire amount of its Standard Base; no
adjustments are made to account for the types of partners2 (e.g., corporations or individuals) that
own interests in the PE.
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Example 1: PE has $1,000 of ordinary income and has no other income. PE carries on
business both within and without Connecticut and determines, based upon facts not stated
in this example, that its apportionment fraction is 10%. In this situation, the PE has $100
of Connecticut source income ($1,000 * 10%) and has a PE Tax liability of $6.99 ($100 *
6.99%).
Example 2: PE has $500 of Connecticut source income, including a distributive share of
$200 of Connecticut source income that it received from Sub PE. PE is a partner in Sub
PE. Sub PE filed a PE Tax Return and paid the PE Tax due. PE is subject to tax on $300
($500-$200) of its Connecticut source income and has a PE Tax liability of $20.97 ($300
* 6.99%).
4. How is the Alternative Base calculated?
The Alternative Base is equal to modified Connecticut source income plus the resident portion of
unsourced income. In general, the amount of tax due under the Alternative Base method depends
upon the types of partners (e.g., individuals or corporations) that own interests in the PE.
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Modified Connecticut Source Income. Modified Connecticut Source Income equals the Standard
Base multiplied by the percentage of “ownership interests” that are directly or indirectly3 held by
partners subject to tax under chapter 229 (income tax).4 For purposes of this calculation, a partner’s
“ownership percentage” is based upon the partner’s direct or indirect distributive share of the PE’s
income.

from or connected with sources within this state, as determined under Connecticut income tax sourcing rules and as
modified by the items described in Conn. Gen. Stat. § 12-701. The federal limitations on deductions for capital losses
do not apply. (Footnote updated November 21, 2018)
2
For purposes of this publication, the term “partner” is used to refer to partners in a partnership, members in a limited
liability company treated as a partnership for federal income tax purposes, and shareholders in an S corporation.
3
A shareholder in a C corporation, which C corporation is a partner in a PE, is not an indirect partner.
4
If a PE (“Parent PE”) is a partner in another PE (“Sub PE”) and Sub PE does not have information on Parent PE’s
partners, Sub PE must assume that all of Parent PE’s partners are subject to tax under chapter 229.
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Example 3: PE has a Standard Base of $10,000. The PE is owned by a resident individual,
a nonresident individual, a corporation subject to the corporation business tax, and a taxexempt entity. Each of these four partners receive distributive shares equal to 25% of PE’s
income. Under these facts, 50% of the PE’s income is distributed to partners subject to tax
under chapter 229 (the resident and nonresident individuals). Therefore, the PE’s modified
Connecticut source income is $5,000 ($10,000 * 50%).
Example 4: PE is owned by two corporations subject to the corporation business tax. Each
corporate partner receives a distributive share equal to 50% of PE’s income. Under these
facts, 0% of the PE’s income is distributed to partners subject to tax under chapter 229.
Therefore, the PE’s modified Connecticut source income is $0.
Example 5: PE has a Standard Base of $20,000. PE is owned by two other PEs (“Parent
PE”). Each Parent PE is owned by either resident or nonresident individuals. Under these
facts, 100% of the PE’s income is indirectly distributed to partners subject to tax under
chapter 229. Therefore, the PE’s modified Connecticut source income is $20,000 ($20,000
* 100%).
Example 6: PE has a Standard Base of $20,000. PE is owned by two other PEs (“Parent
PE”). Each Parent PE is owned by either C corporations, insurance companies, or taxexempt entities. Under these facts, none of the PE’s income is indirectly distributed to
partners subject to tax under chapter 229. Therefore, the PE’s modified Connecticut source
income is $0.
Example 7: PE has a Standard Base of $2,000,000. PE is owned by a resident individual
and by a corporation subject to the corporation business tax. The resident individual
receives an income allocation of $30,000,000, $3,000,000 of which is Connecticut source
income. The corporation receives a loss allocation of ($10,000,000), ($1,000,000) of which
is Connecticut source loss. Because the individual is allocated an amount of Connecticut
source income that exceeds the amount of the Standard Base, 100% of the Standard Base
is subject to tax. Therefore, the PE’s modified Connecticut source income is $2,000,000.
Resident Portion of Unsourced Income. Unsourced income is a PE’s income that is not sourced
to Connecticut or to another state with which the PE has nexus, regardless of whether the other
state actually subjects the PE to tax. Unlike the Standard Base, unsourced income includes the
distributive share of income a PE receives from a subsidiary PE. Whether income is sourced to
Connecticut or to another state, or whether a PE has nexus in another state, is determined under
Connecticut nexus and income tax sourcing and apportionment rules.
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The resident portion of unsourced income equals unsourced income multiplied by the percentage
of “ownership interests” that are directly held by Connecticut resident partners. For purposes of
this calculation, a resident partner’s “ownership percentage” is based upon the partner’s direct
distributive share of the PE’s income.
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Example 3A (continuation of Example 3): PE has $100,000 of total income. The PE is
owned by a resident individual, a nonresident individual, a corporation subject to the
corporation business tax, and a tax-exempt entity. Each of these four partners receive
distributive shares equal to 25% of PE’s income. PE has nexus with Connecticut,
Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Under Connecticut rules, PE has $10,000 of Connecticut
source income, $20,000 of Massachusetts source income, and $30,000 of Rhode Island
Source Income. PE has $40,000 of unsourced income ($100,000 - $60,000). A resident
individual receives 25% of the PE’s distributive shares of income. Therefore, the resident
portion of PE’s unsourced income is $10,000 ($40,000 * 25%).
Under the facts of Examples 3 and 3A, PE is subject to tax on $15,000 (its $5,000 of
modified Connecticut source income plus $10,000) and has a PE Tax liability of $1,049
($15,000 * 6.99%).
Example 4A (continuation of Example 4): Because PE is owned by two corporations
subject to the corporation business tax, none of the PE’s income is directly distributed to a
resident individual. Therefore, the resident portion of PE’s unsourced income is $0.
Under the facts of Examples 4 and 4A, PE is subject to tax on $0 and, therefore, has no PE
Tax liability.
Example 5A (continuation of Example 5): Because PE is owned by other PEs, none of the
PE’s income is directly distributed to a resident individual. Therefore, the resident portion
of PE’s unsourced income is $0.
Under the facts of Examples 5 and 5A, PE is subject to tax on $20,000 (its $20,000 of
modified Connecticut source income plus $0) and has a PE Tax liability of $1,398 ($20,000
* 6.99%).

A PE’s total income is equal to its separately and nonseparately computed items, as described in I.R.C. §§ 702(a) or
1366, excluding any item treated as an itemized deduction for federal purposes, regardless of where derived or
connected, as modified by the items described in Conn. Gen. Stat. § 12-701. The federal limitations on deductions for
capital losses do not apply. (Footnote updated November 21, 2018)
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Example 6A (continuation of Example 6): Because PE is owned by other PEs, none of the
PE’s income is directly distributed to a resident individual. Therefore, the resident portion
of PE’s unsourced income is $0.
Under the facts of Examples 6 and 6A, PE is subject to tax on $0 and, therefore, has no PE
Tax liability.
Example 7A (continuation of Example 7): PE is owned by a resident individual and a
corporation subject to the corporation business tax. PE has nexus in Connecticut, New York
and New Jersey. PE has $20,000,000 of total income of which $2,000,000 is Connecticut
source income, $4,000,000 is New York source income, and $4,000,000 is New Jersey
source income. Therefore, PE has $10,000,000 of unsourced income.
The resident individual receives an income allocation of $30,000,000 of the PE’s total
income. The corporation receives a loss allocation of ($10,000,000) of the PE’s total
income. Because the resident individual is allocated an amount of the PE’s income that
exceeds the total amount of the PE’s income, 100% of the unsourced income is subject to
tax. Therefore, the resident portion of the unsourced income is $10,000,000.
Under the facts of Examples 7 and 7A, PE is subject to tax on $12,000,000 (its $2,000,000
of modified Connecticut source income plus $10,000,000) and has a PE Tax liability of
$838,800 ($12,000,000 * 6.99%).
5. Are guaranteed payments included in a PE’s income subject to tax under the
Standard Base or the Alternative Base method?
Taxable Year 2018 Only: No. For taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2018 and prior
to January 1, 2019, guaranteed payments are not included in a PE’s income subject to tax under
either the Standard Base or the Alternative Base method.
Nonresident individual partners who receive guaranteed payments during a PE’s 2018 taxable year
are required to file Form CT-1040NR/PY to report all of their Connecticut source income,
including the Connecticut source portion of their guaranteed payments. The Connecticut source
portion of a guaranteed payment is determined at the PE level. The Connecticut portion is generally
calculated by multiplying the amount of the partner’s guaranteed payments by the PE’s
apportionment fraction.
PEs with nonresident individuals who receive Connecticut-source guaranteed payments during the
PE’s 2018 taxable year may visit the Pass-Through Entity Tax page on the DRS website for
information on an option that is available to satisfy the nonresident individuals’ requirement to file
Form CT-1040NR/PY.
Taxable Year 2019 and Thereafter: Yes. For taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2019,
guaranteed payments are included in a PE’s income subject to tax under both the Standard Base
method and the Alternative Base method.
(Answer updated August 16, 2019)
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6. Can a PE deduct the PE Tax when calculating income under the Standard Base or
the Alternative Base?
No. When determining a PE’s income subject to tax, no deduction should be taken for any PE Tax
paid. In determining a partner’s income subject to Connecticut income tax or corporation business
tax, however, the partner is not required to add back any PE Tax paid by the PE.
7. Can PEs file combined returns to offset gain and loss between PEs?
PEs that are commonly-owned and have the same taxable year end may elect to file a combined
return. Commonly-owned means that more than 80% of the voting control of the PE is either
directly or indirectly owned by a common owner or owners. The election must be made on an
annual basis with the filing of the return by the due date or extended due date. DRS will provide
forms to make the election and to calculate the tax on a combined basis.
PEs electing to file a combined return must first separately calculate their tax base. All electing
PEs must use the same method (either the Standard Base or Alternative Base). After calculating
the separate base, each PE’s tax base is then combined. This combined base is multiplied by the
tax rate of 6.99% to determine the group’s PE Tax.
(Answer updated November 21, 2018)
8. Are PEs required to make estimated payments?
Yes. For taxable years commencing on or after January 1, 2019, PEs with required annual
payments of $1,000 or greater are required to make estimated payments.
A PE’s required annual payment is equal the lesser of:



90% of the PE Tax shown on the PE’s current year Connecticut PE Tax return; or
100% of the PE Tax shown on the PE’s prior year Connecticut PE Tax return if the PE
filed a prior year return that covered a 12-month period.

(Answer updated August 16, 2019)
9. Will interest and penalties be waived for PEs that failed to timely pay their 2018 PE
Tax? (Question added August 16, 2019)
Yes. For taxable years commencing on or after January 1, 2018 and prior to January 1, 2019, the
Commissioner will waive any penalty and interest imposed on a PE Tax liability so long as the
full amount of the tax due (excluding penalty and interest) is paid within one year of the original
due date of the return (March 15, 2020, for calendar year filers).
DRS will automatically process the waiver of penalty and interest for PEs. PEs are not required to
submit any form or documentation to DRS to request the waiver.
Note: PE members subject to tax under chapter 229 (individuals, trusts and estates) affected by
the enactment of the PE Tax should review the instructions to Form CT-CWPI, Request for
Waiver of 2018 Penalty and Interest Due to the Enactment of the Pass-Through Entity Tax
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(Individuals, Trusts and Estates Only), to determine if they are eligible for a waiver of penalties
and interest imposed on their 2018 tax liabilities.

Additional Questions: Send an e-mail to the DRS Legal Division at legal.division@po.state.ct.us
TTY, TDD, and Text Telephone users only may transmit inquiries by calling 860-297-4911.
For Forms and Publications: Visit the DRS website at portal.ct.gov/DRS
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